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Abstract
We study the instanton vacuum of the CPN−1 model with large values of N in 1+1
space-time dimensions. Unlike the longstanding claims which state that the theory
always has a mass gap, we for the first time establish a complete critical theory for
the transition at θ = pi obtained from a mapping onto the low temperature phase
of the 1D Ising model. We derive a simple effective field theory in terms of 1D
massless chiral fermions. Our results include, besides a diverging correlation length
with an exponent ν = 1/2, exact expressions for the β functions. These expressions
unequivocally demonstrate that the large N expansion with varying θ displays all
the fundamental features of the quantum Hall effect.
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1 Introduction
The quantum Hall effect [1] has remained one of the most important and
outstanding laboratory systems where the instanton angle θ in asymptotically
free field theory can be explored and investigated in great detail. As is well
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known, these topological ideas [2] originally arose in the attempt to reconcile
von Klitzing’s experimental discovery [3] with the scaling theory of Anderson
localization [4]. From the experimental side, this theory set the stage for the
observation of quantum criticality of the quantum Hall plateau transitions [5]
and this subject subsequently became an important research objective both
in the laboratory [6] as well as on the computer [7]. From the theoretical
side however, major gaps remained in our understanding of the conceptual
structure of the problem. For example, it has only recently been demonstrated
that the topological concept of an instanton vacuum quite generally displays
robust topological quantum numbers that explain the precision and stability
of the quantum Hall plateaus [8]. This fundamental strong coupling feature of
the theory had remained concealed for many years. The reason being that the
very general aspect of the θ vacuum concept, the existence of massless chiral
edge excitations, had historically not been recognized.
The novel insight of massless edge excitations [9] has important consequences
for longstanding controversies such as the quantization of topological charge,
the existence of discrete topological sectors in the theory as well as the mean-
ing of instantons and instanton gases [10]. A detailed understanding of these
issues has shown, for example, that the instanton vacuum of the Grassmannian
U(m+n)/U(m)×U(n) non-linear σ model in two dimensions quite generally
displays the fundamental features of the quantum Hall effect and not merely
in the limit of zero number of field components m = n = 0 (replica limit)
alone. These fundamental or super universal features include
(i) massless edge excitations that are otherwise well known to exist in quan-
tum Hall systems;
(ii) robust quantization of the Hall conductance;
(iii) gapless bulk excitations at θ = π that generally facilitate a transition to
take place between adjacent quantum Hall plateaus.
This concept of super universality has in many ways been foreshadowed by
the original papers on the subject. It however, clearly invalidates the many
conflicting expectations and ideas on the θ parameter and in particular the
historical papers [11,12] on the large N expansion of the CPN−1 model [13]
which is a special case of the Grassmannian theory obtained by putting m = 1
and n = N . We can now say that these historical papers have merely promoted
the wrong physical ideas in the literature and served incorrect mathematical
objectives.
In this paper we address a particularly delicate and fundamental issue, item
(iii) above, about which there has been a great deal of confusion over many
years. The root of this confusion are long standing claims which say that within
the large N expansion of the CPN−1 model “the mass gap at θ = π remains
finite” [14], “no critical exponents can be defined” [15] etc. Upon assuming
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that these claims are true, the statement of super universality of the quantum
Hall effect would obviously be incorrect and the theory would also not make
much sense. For example, the fundamental lesson that quantum Hall physics
has taught us is that one generally cannot disentwine the problem of quantum
criticality at θ = π from the existence of the quantum Hall plateaus. This
simply means that one cannot make any random statements about the tran-
sition at θ = π without having a detailed understanding of the quantization
phenomenon itself. This lack of knowledge is the one of the reasons why it is
always assumed incorrectly in the literature that the physics of the quantum
Hall effect is merely a feature of the theory in the replica limit alone [14,15] or,
for that matter, the super symmetric extensions of the disordered free electron
gas [16].
It has now been discovered [8] that the large N expansion of the CPN−1
model displays all the super universal features of the quantum Hall effect
as listed under (i) - (iii) above, and also provides a lucid and exactly solvable
example of the quantum Hall plateau transition. For example, for the first time
explicit finite size scaling results for the physical observables (“conductances”)
have been obtained and the expressions are found to be very similar to those
observed experimentally. Advances such as these are extremely important,
especially since we are dealing with a theory where the information that can
be extracted is very limited otherwise.
Even though the recent results [8] on finite size scaling have clearly demon-
strated that a divergent correlation length exists at θ = π with an exponent
equal to 1/2, they do not elucidate the nature of the massless excitations.
For this purpose we develop, in this paper, a detailed critical theory of the
large N expansion, obtained by identifying the critical operators and their
correlation functions. By presenting a complete theory that has freed itself
from any historical controversies or preconceived mathematical biases, the au-
thors essentially reestablish the original ideas on the subject, especially where
it says that gapless excitations at θ = π are a generic topological feature of
the instanton vacuum concept with the replica method only playing a role of
secondary importance. [1,2]
We start out, in Section 2, from the Coulomb gas representation of the large
N theory which corresponds to the geometry of a finite cylinder with radius
β/2π and length L. The appropriate objects to consider are the local charges of
the Coulomb gas that are controlled by a fugacity σ/β which is exponentially
small in the linear dimension β. In the language of the U(1) gauge theory, these
correspond to Polyakov lines which wind around the cylinder. By considering
the limit of infinite cylinders (i.e. L→∞ and finite β) we recognize these local
charges in terms of the bosonic “quarks” and “anti-quarks” that appear in
Coleman’s argument for periodicity in θ [17]. These particles have a vanishing
string tension as θ passes through π at which point it becomes energetically
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favorable for the system to materialize a quark anti-quark pair that moves in
opposite directions toward “edges” at spatial infinity. We identify the Coulomb
charges/Coleman’s quarks/Polyakov lines in terms of critical operators of a one
dimensional critical theory. Based on an explicit knowledge of all multi-point
correlation functions we are able to establish a one-to-one correspondence
(Section 4) between the series expansion of the Coulomb gas in powers of the
fugacity σ/β on the one hand, and the low temperature series expansion of
the 1D Ising model on the other. This correspondence immediately suggests
that the transition at θ = π can be mapped onto none other than the 1D
Ising model at low temperatures. This mapping is extremely helpful since the
Ising model, as is well known, is a prototypical example of a first order phase
transition with a divergent correlation length ξ [18].
The remaining of this paper is largely devoted to the details of the mapping
of the large N expansion onto exactly solvable models in one dimension. We
shall benefit in particular from our introduction of a simple effective field the-
ory in terms of massless chiral fermions that elegantly displays the complete
operator structure of the theory as well as an underlying orthogonal symme-
try (Section 6). This theory has previously emerged as the theory of massless
chiral edge excitations in quantum Hall systems [9].
Having identified a complete critical theory for the transition at θ = π we next
wish to use our results in order to obtain exact expressions for the physical
observables (σxx and σxy) which define the scaling behavior of the theory in
two dimensions with varying linear dimensions β ≈ L. By the phrase “exact”
we mean that our mapping procedure facilitates a resummation to all orders in
the fugacity σ/β of the Coulomb gas. For this purpose we investigate finite size
Ising spin chains and chiral fermions with a linear dimension L. In Section 8 we
obtain expressions for σxx and σxy in terms of Ising model and chiral fermion
correlations which are some of the most important results of this paper. In
Section 9, finally, we study the consequences of our results in terms of the
renormalization group. We end this paper with a conclusion in Section 10.
2 CPN−1 model with large values of N
The action of the CPN−1 model on a finite cylinder is
S =
∫ L/2
−L/2
dx
∫ β
0
dτ
(
1
g
N∑
α=1
|(∂µ − iAµ)zα|2 + i θ
2π
ǫµν∂µAν
)
(1)
where
∑N
α=1 z
∗
αzα = 1. We define the theory with the fields satisfying periodic
boundary conditions in the τ direction and free boundary conditions at x =
±L/2.
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To motivate this choice of boundary conditions, we note that the theory on a
finite cylinder can be thought of in different physical situations. Firstly, in the
context of the low energy dynamics of disordered electron gas in strong mag-
netic fields with θ/2π denoting the mean field value of the Hall conductance
or, equivalently, the filling fraction of the Landau bands. It also describes the
long wavelength behaviour of a dimerised SU(N) quantum spin chain at tem-
perature β−1 where θ/2π is related to the degree of dimerisation. Finally, it
can be thought of as the finite temperature theory of N charged relativistic
scalar particles in one spatial dimension, strongly interacting with U(1) gauge
fields and in the presence of a background electric field proportional to θ/2π.
In the case of the electronic system, it is well known that edge currents exist
and that they are crucial to the phenomenon of the quantum Hall effect.
The spin chain has dangling spins at the edges which are the low energy
degrees of freedom in the strongly dimerised limit. In the context of scalar
electrodynamics, Coleman’s picture [17] leads us to expect charged degrees of
freedom (“quarks” and “anti quarks”) at the edges. Thus in all the three cases,
we have reason to expect that the fluctuations of the fields at the boundary
play an important role in the physics.
In what follows we shall hardly distinguish between these three different phys-
ical interpretations of the theory and frequently make use of any one of them,
wherever it is convenient.
2.1 Sine-Gordon model
In previous papers we have introduced 1D sine-Gordon model or Coulomb
gas representation for the large N expansion of the CPN−1 model that ef-
fectively describes the θ dependence for a finite two dimensional cylindrical
geometry with edges [8]. Even though ideas very similar to ours have been
proposed a long time ago [12], the most fundamental aspects of the problem
have nevertheless been overlooked and the exact meaning of the Coulomb
gas representation has therefore not been understood until recently. We shall
proceed by recalling the main features of the theory as it now stands.
The zα fields can be integrated out in the standard large N saddle point
approximation and the partition function is written as
Z =
∫
D[Aµ] exp

−
∫ β
0
dτ
∫ L
2
−L
2
dx
[
1
2g
FµνFµν+
2σ
β2
(1−cos βA˜0)+i θ
4π
ǫµνFµν
]
.
(2)
Here, the coupling constant g and fugacity σ are expressed in terms of the
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mass M of the large N expansion according to
g =
24πM2
N
, σ = N
√
βM
2π
e−βM ≪ 1. (3)
The A˜0(x) is the zero frequency component of A0(x, τ) defined as
A˜0(x) ≡ 1
β
∫ β
0
dτ A0(x, τ). (4)
It follows that exp(iβA˜0(x)) (the Polyakov line) is a gauge invariant quantity
and hence so is cos(βA˜0(x)). Eq. (2) shows that the different frequency com-
ponents of Aµ are decoupled and only the zero frequency sector depends on σ
and θ. Therefore, hereafter we concentrate solely on the zero frequency sector.
This sector is independent of Ax and depends only on A˜0. We will also change
notation and henceforth refer to A˜0(x) as A0(x).
As in previous work, we separate the edge and bulk degrees of freedom. Since
the action is periodic under A0 → A0 + 2piβ , we introduce the following resolu-
tion of identity in the path integral,
1 =
∫ pi/β
−pi/β
dal0da
r
0
∑
ml,mr
eimlβ(A0(L/2)−a
l
0
) eimrβ(A0(−L/2)−a
r
0
). (5)
The partition function then gets written as,
Z =
∫ pi/β
−pi/β
dal0da
r
0 Z[a
l
0, a
r
0],
Z[al0, a
r
0] =
∑
ml,mr
Z(ml, mr) exp(−iβal0ml + iβar0mr) (6)
with the following meaning of the symbols. The Z(ml, mr) is defined as an
(unconstrained) integral over static scalar potential field A0(x) according to
Z(ml, mr) =
∫
D[A0] exp

−β
∫ L
2
−L
2
dx
[
1
g
(∂xA0)
2+
2σ
β2
(1−cosβA0)+iA0ρm
]
.
(7)
Here, ρm represents the integral charges ml, mr as well as external fractional
charges θ/2π located at the opposite edges x = ±L/2 of a system of linear
spatial dimension L. It is given by
ρm(x) =
(
ml +
θ
2π
)
δ(x+ L/2) +
(
mr − θ
2π
)
δ(x− L/2). (8)
One of the most significant quantities are phase factors e−iβa
l
0
ml and eiβa
r
0
mr in
Eq. (6) which can be interpreted in terms of the fluctuations in the topological
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charge of the theory about its integral values. In terms of the original CPN−1
variables, these phase factors are the Berry phases that appear in the time
evolution of s = |ml,r|/2 SU(N) spin degrees of freedom located at the edge
(x = ∓L/2) [19]. More specifically, exp(−iβal0ml) and exp(iβar0mr) are given
by the following,
e−iβa
l
0
ml = expSl[z
∗, z], eiβa
r
0
mr = expSr[z
∗, z]. (9)
The action Sl,r for spin dynamics is given in terms of the original CP
N−1
complex vector field variables zα according to
Sl,r[z
∗, z] = |ml,r|
∫ β
0
dτ [∓z∗α ∂0 zα + bz∗1z1] . (10)
Here, the quantity b denotes an external magnetic field which defines the
theory in the infrared.
2.2 Coulomb gas representation
By series expanding Eq. (6) in powers of σ one immediately sees that the
cos βA0 term generates local charges with σ/β playing the role of fugacity. We
can write
exp
2σ
β
∫ L/2
−L/2
dx cos βA0 =
∞∑
n±=0
(σ/β)n++n−
n+!n−!
×
n+∏
k=1
∫ L/2
−L/2
dx+k
n−∏
j=1
∫ L/2
−L/2
dx−j exp iβ
∫ L/2
−L/2
dxA0(x)ρn(x) (11)
where ρn denotes the charge density in the bulk of the system
ρn(x) =
n+∑
k=1
δ(x− x+i )−
n−∑
j=1
δ(x− x−j ). (12)
The free field A0 can now be eliminated and the final result can be written as
Z(ml, mr) =
∞∑
n±=0
δml−mr ,n−−n+
n+!n−!
(
σ
β
)n++n− n+∏
k=1
n−∏
j=1
∫ L/2
−L/2
dx+k
∫ L/2
−L/2
dx−j e
−βHcoul .
(13)
The hamiltonian
Hcoul = −g
8
∫ L/2
−L/2
∫ L/2
−L/2
dxdy ρmn(x)|x− y|ρmn(y). (14)
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describes a system of interacting charges in one dimension. The total charge
density is given by the sum of the edge parts ρm and bulk parts ρn
ρmn(x) = ρn(x) + ρm(x). (15)
Finally, the symbol δml−mr ,n−−n+ in Eq. (13) ensures the charge neutrality of
the Coulomb gas.
3 Quantum Hall effect
3.1 Introduction
The results of the previous Sections are unchanged when considered as a model
of the quantum Hall effect. The only difference is that the imaginary time τ
now plays the role of the y-coordinate such that L and β represent the linear
dimensions of the system in the x and y directions respectively. The action Sl,r
in Eq. (10) now describes the massless chiral edge excitations in the problem
rather than spin dynamics, and the quantity b stands for external frequency
rather than magnetic field. Furthermore, to retain the notation of previous
work we shall from now onward use the symbol κ rather than g, i.e.,
κ =
1
2βg
=
N
48πM2β
. (16)
The remarkable thing about the massless edge excitations is that they are
identically the same for all members of the U(m + n)/U(m) × U(n) non-
linear σ model. This previously unrecognized aspect of the problem is the sole
reason why the “conductances” or “response parameters” σxx and σxy, to be
discussed further below, are in fact the most important physical quantities in
the problem that are uniquely defined for all values of m and n. This is in
spite of the fact that their true significance as transport coefficients is retained
in the theory with m = n = 0 only.
As has been explained at many place elsewhere, the correct expressions for the
“response parameters” emerge from the definition of the effective action for
the edge field variables zα and z
∗
α and can quite generally be considered as a
measure for the response of the interior of the system to infinitesimal changes
in the boundary conditions. For this purpose it is convenient to employ the
quantities βal0 and βa
r
0 in Eq. (6). By expanding the free energy in small
fluctuations al0 and a
r
0 it can be shown that
lnZ[al0, a
r
0] = −F (θ) + i〈σ′xy〉β(al0 − ar0)− 〈σ′xx〉
(
β
al0 + a
r
0
2
)2
+ . . . (17)
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where 〈σ′xx〉 and 〈σ′xy〉 are in all respects analogous to the dimensionless longi-
tudinal and Hall conductance respectively of the disordered free electron gas
of size β ×L. Similarly, the coefficients of the higher order terms in the series
of Eq. (17) can be interpreted in terms of conductance fluctuations or con-
ductance distributions. An interesting feature of the large N expansion is that
these conductance distributions can quite generally be expressed in terms of
the ensemble averaged quantities 〈σ′xx〉 and 〈σ′xy〉 alone. We will come back to
this point at the end of Section 3.3.
3.2 The quantum Hall state, θ ≈ 2πk
To understand how the theory generates the physics of the quantum Hall
effect let us first evaluate the partition function of the Coulomb gas, Eq.
(13), to lowest orders in the fugacity σ/β. By considering the terms with
(ml, mr) = (m,m) and (m ± 1, m) for an arbitrary integer m we obtain the
following expression [8]
Z[al0, a
r
0] =
∑
m∈Z
ζ(m)e−
L
4κ(m+
θ
2pi )
2
+imβ(ar
0
−al
0
) (18)
where
ζ(m) = 1− 4κσ
β
eiβa
l
0 + e−iβa
r
0
θ
pi
+ 2m− 1 +
4κσ
β
e−iβa
l
0 + eiβa
r
0
θ
pi
+ 2m+ 1
. (19)
Next, we take the quantity θ/2π, representing the filling fraction of the Landau
bands, to lie in the interval k− 1/2 < θ/2π < k+1/2 for an arbitrary integer
k. It is easy to see that the partition function of Eq. (18) is then dominated
by the single term with m = −k and for large system sizes βL we therefore
have
Z[al0, a
r
0] = exp

− L
4κ
(
θ
2π
− k
)2
+ ikβ(ar0 − al0)

+ . . . (20)
All the other terms represented by . . . are smaller by factors that are expo-
nential in β or βL. By comparing the result with Eq. (17) we now recognize
the integer k as the robustly quantized Hall conductance. More precisely, we
can say that for all filling fractions in the range k − 1/2 < θ/2π < k + 1/2
we have 〈σ′xy〉 = k and 〈σ′xx〉 = 0 except for corrections that are exponentially
small in the system size. The results are therefore precisely in accordance with
the experimental observations of the quantum Hall effect.
Notice that in the language of the Coulomb gas the quantum Hall state, la-
belled by the integer k, is synonymous for having “quarks” and “anti quarks”
at the edges of the system such as to maximally shield the fractional charges
±θ/2π. However, besides the quantized charges ±k, the “quarks” and “anti
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quarks” at the edges also carry spin degrees of freedom. Following the discus-
sion in Section 2.1 we conclude that the complete expression for the partition
function for the quantum Hall state reads, instead of Eq. (20),
Z[al0, a
r
0]→ e−F (θ) Zl Zr (21)
where
F (θ) =
L
4κ
(
θ
2π
− k
)2
, Zl,r =
∫
D[z∗z] eSl,r[z∗,z] (22)
denote the bulk free energy and the one dimensional partition functions for
the edge spins respectively. Here, the action for the edge Sl,r is the same as in
Eq. (10) but with the integer k now replacing the spin quantum numbers ml
and mr.
From the results of this Section it is clear that the identification of Eqs (21)
and (22) with the quantum Hall state is solely based on the edge parts of the
theory Zl,r that describe the well known edge currents in the problem. These
subtleties of the edges have historically not been recognized, however.
3.3 Plateau transitions, θ ≈ 2π(k + 1/2)
A transition takes place between the adjacent quantum Hall states, labelled
by the integers k and k + 1, at the exact values θ/2π = (k + 1/2) which in
the language of the electron gas corresponds to half-integer filling fractions.
Notice that in the limit where βL tends to infinity this plateau transition is
infinitely sharp. Similarly, from Eq (20) we conclude that, in the same limit,
the free energy of the bulk F (θ) develops a cusp at θ = (2k + 1)π according
to
F (θ) ≃ −|2k + 1− θ/π|
8κ
L (23)
indicating that the transition is a first order one. Next, to develop a better
understanding of the nature of the plateau transitions we evaluate the expres-
sion for the partition function Eqs (18) and (19) for θ close to an odd multiple
of π. Taking k = 0 for simplicity then the sum in Eq. (18) is dominated by
the terms with m = 0,−1 and the result can be written as
Z[q, a0] = e
−F (θ) (P0e0iq + Ppiepiiq cos βa0 + P2pie2piiq) . (24)
We have introduced the symbols
q =
β
2π
(al0 − ar0), a0 =
1
2
(al0 + a
r
0). (25)
The quantities P sum up to unity, P0 + Ppi + P2pi = 1, and can be expressed
as follows
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P0=1− 〈σ′xy〉 − 〈σ′xx〉 (26)
Ppi =2〈σ′xx〉 (27)
P2pi = 〈σ′xy〉 − 〈σ′xx〉. (28)
The following expressions for the “ensemble averaged” conductances 〈σ′xx〉,
〈σ′xy〉 have been obtained [8]
〈σ′xx〉=
η
eX + e−X + 2η
(29)
〈σ′xy〉=
e−X + η
eX + e−X + 2η
. (30)
The two different scaling variables X and η are given as
X =
L
8κ
(
1− θ
π
)
(31)
η=
L
β
σ
sinhX
X
. (32)
These explicit expressions which are defined for a system with linear dimen-
sions β and L play a central role in the remainder of this paper. The most
important features of these finite size scaling results are the symmetry about
θ = π (“particle-hole” symmetry) and the fact that they display all the char-
acteristics of a continuous transition with a diverging correlation length ξ. To
see this we put β = L which is the most natural geometry to consider (see,
however, the discussion at the end of this Section). The scaling variable X in
Eq. (31) can then be written in the following manner
X = ±L
2
ξ2
, ξ ∝
∣∣∣∣∣1− θπ
∣∣∣∣∣
−1/2
. (33)
The results clearly show that the theory at θ = π must have gapless excita-
tions. Moreover, by expressing Eqs (29) - (30) in differential form we obtain
the following general results for the β functions
d〈σ′xx〉
d lnL
=βxx
(
〈σ′xx〉, 〈σ′xy〉
)
(34)
d〈σ′xy〉
d lnL
=βxy
(
〈σ′xx〉, 〈σ′xy〉
)
. (35)
The renormalization group flow lines in the 〈σ′xx〉, 〈σ′xy〉 conductance plane are
illustrated in Fig. 1. The general result of Eqs (34) - (35) has previously been
established in the weak coupling regime 〈σ′xx〉 ≫ 1 based on instantons [20].
Therefore, by combining the known weak coupling form for the β functions
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with the strong coupling results based on Eqs (29) -(30) we obtain complete
information on the general phase structure of the largeN expansion. The super
universal features of this theory are the symmetry about the line 〈σ′xy〉 equal
to half integer values, the infrared stable fixed points located at 〈σ′xy〉 = k and
the unstable fixed points located at 〈σ′xy〉 = k + 1/2.
Several remarks are in order. First of all, the result of Eq. (24) indicates
that the plateau transition is described in terms of an admixture of three
distinctly different phases with a well defined probability P each. These phases
are labelled by an exponential factor eiθ
′q with θ′ taking on the values 0, π
and 2π respectively. The quantity Ppi in Eq. (24) can be interpreted as the
probability of finding the system in the dissipative or critical phase labelled
by θ′ = π. In the same way, P2pi denotes the probability of finding the system
in the θ′ = 2π vacuum or k = 1 quantum Hall phase. Similarly, P0 is the
probability of finding the system in the θ′ = 0 vacuum or k = 0 quantum Hall
phase. As we shall see in the analysis that follows, correlation functions of the
theory display exactly the same general structure as that of Eqs (24) - (28).
Secondly, it should be mentioned that the result of Eq. (24) determines not
only the “ensemble averaged” conductances 〈σ′xx〉 and 〈σ′xy〉 but also the com-
plete statistics of conductance distributions [21]. For example, expressing Eq.
(24) in the exponential form of Eq. (17) then we directly see that besides the
lowest order terms in q and βa0 we actually have an infinite series of higher
order moments. These higher order moments can all be expressed in terms of
the “ensemble averaged” quantities 〈σ′xx〉 and 〈σ′xy〉, however, and it suffices
to limit the analysis to the “ensemble averaged” quantities alone.
Thirdly, in spite of the rich structure that emerges, it is important to keep in
mind that we have considered the Coulomb gas to lowest order in an expansion
in powers of the fugacity σ/β only. Even though the expressions in Eqs (29)
- (30) are generally well defined in the limit β ≈ L → ∞, they nevertheless
show that the expansion in the fugacity σ/β actually diverges at θ = π in
the limit where L is taken to infinity first. This complication in defining the
thermodynamic limit clearly indicates that the higher order terms in the ex-
pansion are important. This will be the main subject of Section 8 where we
make use of the mapping onto the Ising model and chiral fermion theory in
order to be able to re-sum the series in the fugacity σ/β to infinite order.
12
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Fig. 1. Renormalization group flow in the 〈σ′xx〉 and 〈σ′xy〉 conductance plane ac-
cording to Eqs (29) - (32), see text.
4 Correlation functions
4.1 Introduction
To develop a theory for gapless excitations at θ = π we next embark on the
subject of correlation functions. We are specifically interested in the finite
temperature correlation function of the Coulomb gas
G2(x, y) = 〈eiβA0(x)e−iβA0(y)〉 =
〈
exp
(
−iβ
∫ y
x
dx ∂xA0
)〉
(36)
which corresponds to a pair of static charges or a quark anti-quark pair at
positions x and y respectively. In the limit of zero fugacity (σ = 0) we imme-
diately find from Eq. (13) (putting, for simplicity, the spin degrees of freedom
at the edges equal to zero, q = βa0 = 0)
G2(x, y) =
∑
m∈Z
e−
Lβg
4
(θ/2pi+m)2 e−
βg
4
U2(x,y;m)
∑
m∈Z
e−
Lβg
4
(θ/2pi+m)2
(37)
where
U2(x, y;m) = (θ/π + 2m)(x− y) + |x− y|. (38)
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We are interested from now onward in the limit L→∞ while keeping β fixed
which, as we shall see below, enables us to make contact with Coleman’s ar-
gument for having periodicity in θ. As discussed in the previous Section, this
limit precisely corresponds to the situation where the naive expansion in pow-
ers of the fugacity σ/β gets complicated. To deal with these complications we
shall proceed and obtain, in the remaining parts of this Section, expressions
for arbitrary multi point correlation functions of the Coulomb gas. These ex-
pressions then serve as a starting point in Section 5 for the mapping of the
Coulomb gas problem onto exactly solvable models in one dimension.
4.2 Coleman’s picture
First, let θ approach π from below. The sum in Eq. (37) is then dominated by
the term with m = 0 and we can write
G2(x, y) = ϑ(y−x)e−(1−θ/pi)|y−x|/4κ+ϑ(x−y)e−(1+θ/pi)|y−x|/4κ, (θ → π−). (39)
Here, ϑ denotes the Heaviside step function. On the other hand, when θ ap-
proaches π from above the sum is dominated by the m = 1 term and the result
is
G2(x, y) = ϑ(y− x)e−(3−θ/pi)|y−x|/4κ + ϑ(x− y)e(1−θ/pi)|y−x|/4κ, (θ → π+). (40)
In the limit of large separations one may replace the correlation function
G2(x, y) by its long ranged part which will be denoted by g2(x, y)
G2(x, y)→ g2(x, y)=ϑ(y − x)e−(1−θ/pi)|y−x|/4κ, (θ → π−) (41)
G2(x, y)→ g2(x, y)=ϑ(x− y)e+(1−θ/pi)|y−x|/4κ, (θ → π+). (42)
Eqs (41) and (42) describe the mechanism that, following Coleman, is responsi-
ble for adding/removing charges at the edges at infinity when θ passes through
π. Eq. (41) tells us, for example, that when θ passes through π from below, it is
energetically favorable for the system to materialize a quark and an anti-quark
that “move” in opposite directions to the edges such as to maximally shield
the background fractional charges ±θ/2π. This picture is consistent with the
result of Eq. (42) which says that when θ passes through π from above, the
pair correlation is dominated by the m = 1 vacuum which means that a quark
and an anti-quark are present at the edges at infinity.
Coleman’s picture is strictly valid for the Coulomb gas with a vanishing fugac-
ity (or β → ∞) only and the physical processes associated with finite values
of σ/β or β are by no means obvious. Nevertheless, it is extremely important
to recognize that Coleman’s picture is in fact synonymous for having massless
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excitations at θ = π. More specifically, the statements made by Eqs (41) and
(42) are the simplest possible example of a critical theory and the scaling di-
mension of the critical operators (quarks or Polyakov lines) is equal to unity.
Moreover, exponential factors such as exp[±(1− θ/π)|x− y|/4κ] have a quite
general significance in critical phenomena theory and for the problem at hand
they demonstrate that when θ approaches π there is a diverging correlation
length according to ξ = 4κ|1− θ/π|−1.
When looked upon as a critical theory in two dimensions rather than one,
then the critical operators are nonlocal objects and the exponential factors
are more appropriately understood in terms of an area law exp[±β|x− y|/ξ2]
where ξ is now given by Eq. (33) and β|x − y| denotes the area enclosed
by the Polyakov lines. The same area law appears in the scaling results for
the conductances, Eqs (29) - (32). This clearly indicates that both Coleman’s
mechanism and the quantum Hall plateau transition should generally be re-
garded as distinctly different consequences of the same fundamental principle,
notably the existence of massless excitations at θ = π.
It is important to keep in mind that the considerations of this Section primarily
apply to the Coulomb gas with zero fugacity. To deal with the complications
of the theory with finite values of σ/β we next proceed and embark on the
subject of multi-point correlation functions.
4.3 Four point correlations (θ → π−)
Write
G4(x1y1x2y2) = 〈eiβA0(x1)e−iβA0(y1)eiβA0(x2)e−iβA0(y2)〉 (43)
then we immediately obtain from Eq. (13)
G4(x1y1x2y2) =
∑
m∈Z
e−
L
4κ
(θ/2pi+m)2 e−
1
4κ
U4(x1y1x2y2;m)
∑
m∈Z
e−
L
4κ
(θ/2pi+m)2
(44)
where U4 is given by
U4(x1y1x2y2;m)= (θ/π + 2m)(y1 − x1 + y2 − x2) + |y1 − x1|+ |y2 − x2|
+ |y2 − x1|+ |x2 − y1| − |y2 − y1| − |x2 − x1|. (45)
For simplicity we consider only the case where θ approaches π from below.
Like G2 the sum in Eq. (44) is then dominated by the m = 0 term only. Next,
assume the following arrangement of the coordinates (cf. Ref. [22])
x1 < y1 < x2 < y2 (46)
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then Eq. (45) simplifies and we can write
U4(x1y1x2y2;m) = (1− θ/π)(y1 − x1 + y2 − x2). (47)
This result is invariant under the interchange y1 ↔ y2 and x1 ↔ x2. From Eqs
(46) and (47) one immediately concludes that the long ranged parts of G4 can
be expressed according to
G4(x1y1x2y2)→ g4(x1y1x2y2)
= [ϑ3(x1y1x2y2) + ϑ3(x2y1x1y2)
+ϑ3(x1y2x2y1) + ϑ3(x2y2x1y1)]e
−2ω(y1−x1+y2−x2) (48)
where we have introduced
ϑ3(x1y1x2y2) = ϑ(y1 − x1)ϑ(x2 − y1)ϑ(y2 − x2) (49)
and
ω =
1
8κ
(
1− θ
π
)
> 0. (50)
4.4 Multi point correlations (θ → π−)
A generalization of the results of the previous Section is straight forward. Let
the 2n-point correlation function be denoted by
G2n(x1, y1, . . . , xn, yn) =
〈
n∏
k=1
eiA0(xk)e−iA0(yk)
〉
(51)
then by using Eq. (7) we immediately find
G2n(x1, y1, . . . , xn, yn) =
∑
m∈Z
e−
L
4κ
(θ/2pi+m)2 e−
1
4κ
U2n(x1,y1,...,xn,yn;m)
∑
m∈Z
e−
L
4κ
(θ/2pi+m)2
(52)
where
U2n = (θ/π + 2m)
n∑
j=1
(xj − yj) +
n∑
j=1
|xj − yj|+
∑
j>i
(|yj − xi|+ |xj − yi|
− |xj − xi| − |yj − yi|). (53)
Consider the case where θ approaches π from below then the sum in Eq.
(52) is again dominated by the m = 0 term only. Next, assume the following
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arrangement of the coordinates
x1 < y1 < x2 < y2 < · · · < yk < xk+1 < · · · < yn. (54)
It can then easily be shown that
U2n(x1, y1, . . . , xn, yn) =
(
1− θ
π
)
n∑
i=1
(yi − xi). (55)
Since Eq. (55) is invariant under all permutations P (x1 . . . xn) and P (y1 . . . yn)
we finally obtain the following total result for the long ranged parts of G2n
G2n → g2n =
∑
P (x1...xn)
∑
P (y1...yn)
ϑ2n−1(x1, y1, . . . , xn, yn) exp
[
−2ω
n∑
i=1
(yi − xi)
]
(56)
where the first two sums are over all permutations and
ϑ2n−1(x1, y1, . . . , xn, yn) = ϑ(y1 − x1)
n∏
j=2
ϑ(xj − yj−1)ϑ(yj − xj). (57)
5 1D Ising model
5.1 Introduction
Given the explicit form of the correlation functions of the Coulomb gas with
fugacity σ/β equal to zero, we next wish to exponentiate the operators e±iβA0
in order to solve the problem with finite values of the fugacity. More specif-
ically, we are interested in the partition function of the Coulomb gas which
can be written as an operator statement according to (see also Eq. (11))
ZCG =
〈
exp
[
2σ
β
∫
dx cos βA0(x)
]〉
θ→pi−
. (58)
By writing Eq. (58) as a series expansion in powers of σ/β we can formally
express the result in terms of the multi-point correlation functions of them = 0
sector as considered in the previous Section. At this stage of the analysis it
may not be entirely obvious that such a procedure provides indeed the correct
answer in the limit L → ∞ and for varying values of θ ≈ π. In the Sections
below we shall show, however, that the series expansion of Eq. (58) is in one-
to-one correspondence with the well known low temperature series expansion
of the one dimensional Ising model. Once the correspondence with the Ising
model is established we can proceed in a variety of different ways and solve the
Coulomb gas problem of Eq. (58) based on the results obtained from certain
exactly solvable models.
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5.2 Domain wall operators
Let the 1D Ising model be defined by
S =
∑
i
[
Ksisi+1 +
H
2
(si + si+1)
]
(59)
where the temperature factor is absorbed in the symbols K and H . At low
temperatures (K →∞) the free energy for the system with L spins becomes
simply
F = − lnZ = −(K + |H|)L (60)
indicating, like Eq. (23), that a first order transition occurs at H = 0. The
excitations of lowest energy are described by the domain walls separating an
array of up-spins from an array of down-spins. Consider first H > 0 such that
the ground state has all the spins upward. Let furthermore a+−(j) denote the
operator that creates a domain wall at lattice site j, i.e. si = +1 for i ≤ j and
si = −1 for i > j. Similarly a−+(j) denotes the domain wall operator with the
+ and − spins interchanged. In short hand notation one can write
〈a+−(i)a−+(j)〉= e−4K ϑ(j − i)e−2H(j−i) (H > 0). (61)
In the same way one finds
〈a+−(i)a−+(j)〉= e−4K ϑ(i− j)e+2H(j−1) (H < 0). (62)
By using an appropriate definition of the step function ϑ on the lattice then
these expressions precisely correspond to those of the Coulomb gas, Eqs (41)
and (42), obtained from the m = 0 and m = −1 sector respectively. Next, one
can easily check that all the terms of the low temperature expansion of the
Ising model are in one-to-one correspondence with those of the series expansion
of the Coulomb gas in powers of σ/β. Considering H & 0 from now onward
then, under the appropriate identification of parameters, one can express the
four point correlation function in terms of Eq. (48)
〈a+−(i1)a−+(j1)a+−(i2)a−+(j2)〉 = e−8Kg4(i1, j1, i2, j2). (63)
In the same way one can express the 2n point function in terms of g2n, Eq. (56),
〈a+−(i1)a−+(j1) . . . a+−(in)a−+(jn)〉 = e−4nKg2n(i1, j1, . . . , in, jn). (64)
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Table 1
Mapping of 1D Coulomb gas onto the 1D Ising model
Quantity Coulomb gas Ising
Symmetry breaking
field ω > 0 H > 0
Fugacity σβ e
−2K
Operator σβ e
iβA0 a+−
Operator σβ e
−iβA0 a−+
Partition function
〈
e
2σ
β
∫
dx cos βA0(x)
〉
θ→pi−
〈
e
∑
i
(a+−(i)+a−+(i))
〉
H→0+
On the basis of the low temperature series one readily concludes that the
partition function of the Ising model can be written as an operator statement
ZIsing =
〈
exp
∑
i
(a+−(i) + a−+(i))
〉
H→0+
(65)
which is completely analogous to the statement of Eq. (58). We identify the
Ising model quantity e−2K with the fugacity σ/β of the Coulomb gas and the
role played by H is the same as ω, see Table 1.
Notice that in making the comparison between Eqs (58) and (65) we have only
taken the long ranged parts (g2n) of the Coulomb gas correlations (G2n) into
account. Although this point may at first instance be discarded, the presence
of short ranged contributions inG2n will nevertheless result in slightly different
expressions for Eqs (58) and (65). These differences will be investigated in a
systematic manner in Section 7.
6 1D Chiral fermions
The simplest formalism that most effectively deals with operator statements
like Eqs (58) and (65) is provided by none other than the theory of 1D chiral
fermions. This theory has previously emerged as the theory of massless chiral
edge excitations in quantum Hall systems and is otherwise known from studies
on quantum spin chains. The chiral fermion action is given in terms of fermion
fields as follows
S =
∫
dx Ψ¯(x)(i∂x + iHτz)Ψ(x) (66)
where Ψ¯ = {Ψ¯+, Ψ¯−}, Ψ = {Ψ+,Ψ−}T and τa with a = x, y, z denote the Pauli
matrices. The free energy F = − lnZ = − ln ∫ D[Ψ¯,Ψ] expS with varying H
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is readily obtained as
F = −
∫
dxTr ln(i∂x + iHτz) = −|H|L. (67)
This result indicates that chiral fermion theory, like the Coulomb gas (Eq. (23))
and the Ising model (Eq. (60)), describes a first order transition as H passes
through zero. Next we consider the expectations (H > 0)
〈Ψ¯±(x)Ψ±(y)〉 =
∫
dk
2π
eik(x−y)
k ± iH = ±iϑ(±(y − x))e
−H|y−x|. (68)
To make contact with the results of the Coulomb gas as well as the Ising model
we next introduce the following quantities
a(x) = iΨ¯(x)
τx + iτy
2
Ψ(x) (69)
a¯(x) = iΨ¯(x)
τx − iτy
2
Ψ(x). (70)
Notice that under the transformation H → −H the operators a and a¯ are
interchanged. Assuming H > 0 from now onward then the expression for the
multi point correlation function becomes
〈a¯(x1)a(y1) . . . a¯(xn)a(yn)〉 = g2n(x1, y1, . . . , xn, yn) (71)
which coincides exactly with the results found for the Coulomb gas, Eq. (56).
The operator algebra of the chiral fermion theory involves one more operator
denoted by Q
Q = − i√
2
Ψ¯τzΨ. (72)
Some examples of non-vanishing correlation functions containing the Q are
given by
〈Q(x)〉= 1√
2
(73)
〈Q(x)a¯(y)a(z)〉= 1√
2
ϑ(z − y)e−2H(z−y)
+
1√
2
ϑ(x− z)ϑ(y − z)ϑ(y − x)e−2H(y−x). (74)
6.1 Tentative solution of the Coulomb gas problem
To see how the chiral fermion action elucidates the complete singularity struc-
ture of the theory we proceed and map the operator statement of Eq. (65)
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directly onto the theory of chiral fermions. The relation between the Ising
model and chiral fermion theory is given by
∑
i
(a+−(i) + a−+(i))↔ e−2K
∫
dx(a¯(x) + a(x)) = −ie−2K
∫
dxΨ¯(x)τxΨ(x).
(75)
The effective action for the Ising model at finite but low temperatures can
therefore be written as follows
SIsing =
∫
dxΨ¯(x)(i∂x + iHτz + ie
−2Kτx)Ψ(x). (76)
This theory is solved in a trivial manner. Introducing an orthogonal rotation
U = exp(iφτy) on the Ψ¯,Ψ fields
χ = eiφτyΨ, φ =
1
2
arcsin
e−2K√
H2 + e−4K
(77)
then the action is diagonal
SIsing =
∫
dxχ¯(x)(i∂x + iH˜τz)χ(x). (78)
Here, the H˜ is defined by
H˜ =
√
H2 + e−4K (79)
indicating, as is well known, that the Ising system at finite temperatures dis-
plays a finite mass gap of size e−2K . As a final remark, it should be mentioned
that the chiral fermion action of Eq. (76) does not yet provide the complete
answer to the Coulomb gas problem. The main reason is that the correlation
functions G2n of the Coulomb gas have short distance contributions that are
generally different from the asymptotic scaling form that we have denoted by
g2n. We will embark on the subtle differences between the Ising model and the
Coulomb gas in Section 7.
6.2 Comparison with Ising model at finite temperatures
6.2.1 Magnetization
Let us next compare the predictions based on the chiral fermion action of Eq.
(78) with the exact solutions of the Ising model. For example, the magnetiza-
tion per spin is obtained as follows
M = − 1
L
∂F
∂H
=
H√
H2 + e−4K
(80)
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which for small values of H precisely corresponds to the exact result [18]
M = sinhH√
sinh2H + e−4K
. (81)
Notice that the spontaneous magnetization vanishes everywhere except at zero
temperature (K →∞) as it should be.
6.2.2 Domain wall operators
Of interest next are the Ising model two point correlations at finite temper-
atures. For this purpose we make use of the orthogonal rotation U discussed
in the previous Section and express the local operators a¯, a and Q in terms of
the quantities
a˜(x) = iχ¯(x)
τx + iτy
2
χ(x) (82)
˜¯a(x) = iχ¯(x)
τx − iτy
2
χ(x) (83)
Q˜=− i√
2
χ¯τzχ. (84)
for which the correlation functions are simple. The relation between the two
different sets of operators can be written as follows


a¯
a
Q

 =


cos2 φ − sin2 φ −√2 sinφ cosφ
− sin2 φ cos2 φ −√2 sinφ cosφ
√
2 sinφ cosφ
√
2 sinφ cosφ cos2 φ− sin2 φ




˜¯a
a˜
Q˜

 . (85)
On the basis of Eq. (85) we obtain the following expression for the pair corre-
lation
g2(x, y) = 〈a¯(x)a(y)〉 = m0+m+ϑ(y−x)e−H˜ |y−x|+m−ϑ(x− y)e−H˜|y−x| (86)
where
m0=
1
4
(
1−M2
)
(87)
m±=
1
4
(1±M)2 (88)
H˜ =
H
M . (89)
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It is a matter of simple algebra to show that the results of this Section, which
include the orthogonal rotation U , are all in one-to-one correspondence with
those obtained from the standard transfer matrix approach to the Ising model
(see Appendix).
6.3 Ising model mass gap
Before proceeding with the details of the mapping, it is helpful to first digress
on the meaning of the Ising model mass gap H˜ = e−2K at H = 0 (see Eq.
79). Even though mass generation may generally be regarded as one of most
interesting aspects of the 1D Ising model, from the Coulomb gas or θ vacuum
point of view the meaning of this phenomenon is very different, however, and
this so because of the difference in dimensionality. Notice that in the language
of the Coulomb gas (Table 1) the mass gap at θ = π is solely induced by the
fugacity σ/β in the problem and both quantities vanish in the limit where
the linear dimension β goes to infinity which is the limit of physical interest.
Therefore, the large N expansion at θ = π is fundamentally gapless and the
results sofar indicate that the sought after critical theory is the same as that of
the 1D Ising model at low temperatures or, equivalently, the theory of chiral
fermions.
To further elucidate meaning of the correlation functions of Eqs (86) - (89) for
the Coulomb gas at θ = π we next consider the critical correlations for which
the exponential factor e−H˜|x−y| is close to unity. This means that we take the
H field to be close to zero (or θ ≈ π) and, at the same time, the distance
|x − y| to be much smaller than the Ising model correlation length e2K (or
β/σ). After simple algebra it follows directly that Eq. (86) can be written in
the general form
〈a¯(x)a(y)〉 = e−2H˜|y−x|/M
{
P˜pi + P˜0 ϑ(y − x) + P˜2pi ϑ(x− y)
}
(90)
where
P˜0=1− σ˜xy − σ˜xx (91)
P˜pi =2σ˜xx (92)
P˜2pi = σ˜xy − σ˜xx (93)
and
σ˜xy =(m− +m0) =
1
2
(1−M) (94)
σ˜xx=m0
(
e2H |y−x|/M − 1
)
≈ |x− y| e
−4K
√
H2 + e−4K
≪ 1. (95)
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These expressions are completely analogous to those of the free energy of the
Coulomb gas with finite values of β and L and varying boundary conditions,
see Eq. (24). The quantities σ˜xx and σ˜xy in Eqs (94) and (95) have the same
meaning as the conductance parameters 〈σ′xx〉 and 〈σ′xy〉 in Eq. (24). Their
detailed dependence on H or θ is very different, however, and these differences
reflect the distinctly different ways in which the infrared of the system is being
regulated in each case.
In summary, based on Eqs (90) - (95) we can say that the “conductance”
parameters 〈σ′xx〉 and 〈σ′xy〉 quite generally reveal themselves as the most
important physical observables of the large N expansion. Notice that these
quantities naturally emerge from the Coulomb gas provided the infrared of
the system is properly defined, e.g. either by taking the linear dimension L to
be finite as in Eq. (24), or by working with finite values of the fugacity σ/β
as in Eqs (90) - (95). This means that 〈σ′xx〉 and 〈σ′xy〉 are the fundamental
objects of the theory in which the super universal strong coupling features
of the θ vacuum can generally be expressed. Finally, the results of Eqs (90)
- (95) explain, at the same time, why Coleman’s picture of the transition at
θ = π, which is based on the zero temperature expressions of Eqs (41) and
(42) alone, is in many ways too simple. This picture all by itself does not
facilitate a correct analysis of the topological features of an “edge”, in par-
ticular the appearance of an edge spin or edge currents, nor does it recognize
the existence of physical quantities like 〈σ′xx〉 and 〈σ′xy〉 that generally provide
the most important information on the low energy dynamics of the θ vacuum.
Given this lack of insight in the infrared properties that one generally can
associate with the topological issue of an instanton vacuum, it may no longer
be any surprise to know that the concept of super universality has historically
been overlooked completely [14,15].
7 Mapping of 1D Coulomb gas onto 1D chiral fermions
7.1 Finite renormalizations
In this Section we complete the mapping of the Coulomb gas onto chiral
fermions and address the short distance parts of the correlations G2n which
so far have been ignored. These short distance parts can in general be easily
separated from the long distance contributions that we have denoted by g2n.
The basic idea therefore is to proceed by eliminating the short distance corre-
lations from the Coulomb gas problem of Eq. (58) while retaining all the long
distance parts g2n. This procedure can in principle be carried out order by
order in a series expansion of Eq. (58) in powers of the fugacity σ/β. The aim
of this procedure is to eventually express the Coulomb gas problem in terms
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of the pure scaling operators a¯ and a of the chiral fermion theory, rather than
the original charge operators e±iβA0. Since this elimination procedure gener-
ally involves lengthy but elementary computations we shall proceed by first
quoting the final results. Then, instead of embarking on the details of the
computations we shall, in Section 7.2, present a more elegant and effective
computational scheme based on the hamiltonian approach.
Assuming as in Eq. (58) that θ approaches π from below then the mass term
2σ
β
cos βA0 of the Coulomb gas problem can be expressed in terms of the pure
scaling operators a¯ and a according to
〈
e
2σ
β
∫
dx cos βA0
〉
θ→pi−
≡
〈
e
2σ
β
∫
dx cos βA0
〉
ω
=
〈
e
σ
β
∫
dx(Za¯+Za+Z0)
〉
Zωω
. (96)
Here, the expectations are defined for the theory with fugacity zero and the
limit L → ∞ is understood. Eq. (96) tells us that the aforementioned elim-
ination process generally involves three distinct renormalization coefficients,
i.e., one for the ω field ω → Zωω, a second one for the σ variable σ → Zσ and
a third one, Z0, which is a constant. The quantities Zω, Z and Z0 are regular
functions for small values of ω and can be expressed in terms of a regular
series expansion in powers of σ/β. To illustrate the procedure we expand the
left hand side of Eq. (96) in powers of σ/β. To lowest non-trivial order we
obtain the following terms
(
σ
β
)2 ∫
dx1
∫
dx2G2(x1, x2) =
(
σ
β
)2 ∫
dx1
[∫
dx2 g2(x1, x2) +
4κ
1 + θ/π
]
.
(97)
Here, the short ranged term in G2(x1, x2), Eq. (39), has been integrated out
explicitly. After re-exponentiation of Eq. (97) we immediately obtain the right
hand side of Eq. (96) with Z = Zω = 1 and
Z0 =
(
σκ
β
)
4
1 + θ/π
(98)
By continuing along the same lines but now taking the higher order terms in
σ/β into account one finds
Zω =1 +
(
σκ
β
)2
32
(1 + θ/π)(3− θ/π) (99)
Z =1−
(
σκ
β
)2 [
32
(1 + θ/π)(3− θ/π) +
8
(1 + θ/π)2
+
8
(3− θ/π)2
]
. (100)
By comparing Eq. (96) with the operator statements of chiral fermion the-
ory, Section 6, one can say that the charged particle operators e±iβA0 of the
Coulomb gas define an operator algebra that generally involves three critical
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operators only, namely the quantities a¯ and a that are associated with the fu-
gacity σ/β and a distinctly different operator denoted by Q that is associated
with ω.
We next extend the result of Eq. (96) to include the expectations of the
Coulomb gas operators e±iβA0 but now for the theory with finite values of
the fugacity. Using the same notation as before we can write
〈
e
2σ
β
∫
dx cos βA0 eiβA0(x)
〉
ω
=
〈
e
σ
β
∫
dx(Za¯+Za+Z0) (Za¯(x) + Z0)
〉
Zωω
(101)
and a similar result for e−iβA0 . For the pair correlation one finds
〈
e
2σ
β
∫
dx cos βA0 eiβA0(x)−iβA0(y)
〉
ω
=
〈
e
σ
β
∫
dx(Za¯+Za+Z0) (Za¯(x) + Z0) (Za(y) + Z0)
〉
Zωω
. (102)
Eqs (101) and (102) involve the same coefficients Z, Zω and Z0 as those
obtained before, i.e., Eqs (98),(99) and (100). We can therefore replace the
charge operators e±iβA0 of the Coulomb gas by the pure scaling operators a¯
and a following the general rule (see Table 2)
eiβA0(x)→Za¯(x) + Z0
e−iβA0(x)→Za(x) + Z0. (103)
Evaluation of Eq. (102) yields the following result for pair correlation function
〈
eiβA0(x)−iβA0(y)
〉
CG
= M0+M+ϑ(y−x)e−2ω˜|y−x|+M−ϑ(x−y)e−2ω˜|y−x| (104)
where
M0=
(
1
2
Z
√
1− M˜2 + Z0
)2
(105)
M±=
Z2
4
(
1± M˜
)2
(106)
M˜= Zωω√
Z2ωω
2 + Z2σ2/β2
. (107)
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Table 2
Critical operators in Coulomb gas representation, chiral fermion theory and the 1D
Ising model
Operator Coulomb gas Chiral fermions 1D Ising
a eiβA0 = Za¯+ Z0 iΨ¯
τx+iτy
2 Ψ a+− =
τx+iτy
2
a¯ e−iβA0 = Za+ Z0 iΨ¯
τx−iτy
2 Ψ a−+ =
τx−iτy
2
Q ZωQ − i√2Ψ¯τzΨ s =
1√
2
τz
7.2 Hamiltonian approach
In this Section we show how ordinary quantum mechanics can be used very
effectively to compute the various different numerical aspects of Coulomb gas
problem, in particular the coefficients Z, Zω and Z0. For this purpose we
consider the hamiltonian of the 1D Coulomb gas action, Eq. (7), which for
infinite systems (L→∞) can be written as
H = 1
4κ
(
−i ∂
∂(βA0)
− θ
2π
)2
− 2σ
β
cos(βA0). (108)
This hamiltonian acts on wave functions with periodic boundary conditions
ψ(βA0 + 2π) = ψ(βA0). In the limit of zero fugacity σ/β = 0 the eigenvalues
and eigenfunctions of H are easily found
E(0)m =
1
4κ
(
m+
θ
2π
)2
, ψ(0)m =
1√
2π
e−imβA0 , m ∈ Z. (109)
Notice that the energy levels of the m = 0 and m = −1 sectors cross one
another at θ = π. The (2σ/β) cosβA0 term in Eq. (108) produces a band
splitting which can be dealt with using standard perturbation theory.
We consider the two-point function G2(x, y)
G2(x, y) =


∞∑
J=0
|〈0|e−iβA0|J〉|2e−(EJ−E0)|y−x| x ≤ y,
∞∑
J=0
|〈J |e−iβA0|0〉|2e−(EJ−E0)|y−x| x > y.
(110)
Here EJ and |J〉 denote the exact eigenvalues and eigenstates respectively.
The long range part of G2(x, y) is determined by the terms in Eq. (110) with
J = 0, 1,
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g2(x, y) = |〈0|e−iβA0|0〉|2+ |〈0|e−iβA0|1〉|2ϑ(y − x)e−(E1−E0)|y−x|
+ |〈1|e−iβA0|0〉|2ϑ(x− y)e−(E1−E0)|y−x|. (111)
To study the limit θ → π− we proceed by first projecting the hamiltonian
onto the subspace of eigenfunctions ψ
(0)
0 and ψ
(0)
−1 . The following estimates for
two lowest energies are obtained
E
(1)
0,1 =
1
4κ
(
θ
2π
)2
+ ω ∓
√
ω2 + (σ/β)2. (112)
The corresponding eigenfunctions are

ψ
(1)
0
ψ
(1)
−1

 = eiφτy

ψ
(0)
0
ψ
(0)
−1

 . (113)
Here, ω is defined by Eq. (50) and the angle φ by Eq. (77). Using these results
we obtain the same expression for g2 as in Eq. (86), i.e.,
g2(x, y) = m0 +m+ϑ(y − x)e−2ω˜|y−x| +m−ϑ(x− y)e−2ω˜|y−x|. (114)
with ω˜ =
√
ω2 + (σ/β)2. The quantities m0 and m±, under the appropriate
substitution of parameters (see Table 1), are given by Eqs (87)-(88).
From this point onward we use perturbation theory in the fugacity σ/β, taking
into account the presence of the other levels. The results when compared to
the general expression of Eq. (104) can be used to extract the coefficients Z,
Z0 and Zω. For example, for the energy gap between the first excited state
and the ground state we obtain to next leading order in σ/β
E
(1)
1 − E(1)0 = 2
√
ω2Z2ω + (σ/β)
2 (115)
where Zω is given by Eq. (99). Similarly, the eigenfunctions to next leading
order are given by
ψ
(2)
0 =

1−
(
4κσ
β
)2
1
2(1 + θ/π)2

ψ(1)0 + 4κσβ
sin φ
2(2− θ/π)ψ
(0)
−2 (116)
+
4κσ
β
cosφ
1 + θ/π
ψ
(0)
1 +
(
4κσ
β
)2
1
2(1 + θ/π)(2 + θ/π)
ψ
(0)
2 (117)
ψ
(2)
−1 =

1−
(
4κσ
β
)2
1
2(3− θ/π)2

ψ(1)−1 + 4κσβ
cosφ
3− θ/πψ
(0)
−2 (118)
−4κσ
β
sin φ
2θ/π
ψ
(0)
1 +
(
4κσ
β
)2
1
2(3− θ/π)(4− θ/π)ψ
(0)
3 (119)
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Using these expressions we find for the matrix elements in Eq. (111)
|〈0|e−iβA0|0〉|2 =
(
Z
2
sin 2φ+ Z0
)2
, |〈0|e−iβA0|1〉|2 = Z2 cos4 φ (120)
where the quantities Z0 and Z are given by Eqs. (98) and (100) respectively.
8 Finite size systems
8.1 Introduction
We have now completed one of the main objectives of this paper which is to
lay the bridge between the large N expansion or Coulomb gas near θ = π
and exactly solvable models in one dimension. We next wish to extend this
mapping to include the Coulomb gas with varying linear dimensions β and L
which defines the conductances 〈σ′xx〉 and 〈σ′xy〉. For this purpose we will study
spin chains and chiral fermion theory with finite values of L. By expressing the
conductances in terms of both Ising model and chiral fermion correlations we
are able to extend the previously obtained scaling results of Eqs (29) and (30)
to include infinite orders in the fugacity σ/β. The final expressions that we
obtain have the appropriate behavior in the thermodynamic limit L, β → ∞
and serve as a starting point in Section 9 where we discuss the renormalization
behavior of the Coulomb gas.
8.2 1D Ising model (I)
To start we consider the partition function of an Ising spin chain of length L.
In terms of the transfer matrix
T = eK
(
coshH + τz sinhH + τxe
−2K) (121)
we write
Z = Tr TLB. (122)
Here, the 2×2 matrix B defines the boundary conditions on the spin chain. For
example, B = 1 corresponds to periodic boundary conditions, B = τx describes
twisted boundary conditions and B = coshH + τz sinhH + τx corresponds to
free (or no) boundary conditions.
The idea next is to find the explicit form for B such that Eq. (122) can be
identified with the partition function of the Coulomb gas, Eqs (24). After some
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investigation it is not difficult to see that the correct expression for the matrix
B is given by
B(q, βa0) =

 1 eipiq+iβa0
eipiq−iβa0 e2ipiq

 (123)
and the partition function of the Coulomb gas, Eqs (24), can be obtained as
Z[q, βa0] =
Tr TLB(q, βa0)
Tr TLB(0, 0)
. (124)
To show this we consider the low temperature limit K → ∞. To lowest non-
trivial order in an expansion in powers of e−2K we can write Eq. (124) in the
general form
Z[q, βa0] =
(
1− 〈σ′xy〉 − 〈σ′xx〉
)
e0iq + 2〈σ′xx〉epiiq cos βa0
+
(
〈σ′xy〉 − 〈σ′xx〉
)
e2piiq. (125)
Here, 〈σ′xx〉 and 〈σ′xy〉 are given by the same expressions as in Eqs (29) and
(30), i.e.,
〈σ′xx〉=
η
eX + e−X + 2η
(126)
〈σ′xy〉=
1
2
[
1− e
X − e−X
eX + e−X + 2η
]
. (127)
The quantities X and η now defined as
X =LH (128)
η=Le−2K
sinhLH
L sinhH
→ Le−2K sinhX
X
(129)
where in the last step we have taken the limit of small H . By comparing
Eqs (128) and (129) with Eqs (31) and (32) we conclude that under the ap-
propriate substitution of variables (see Table 1) the mapping of the Coulomb
gas problem onto the 1D Ising model is retained also for finite size L.
8.3 1D Ising model (II)
We now can proceed and perform the summation of the series in powers of
e−2K to infinite order by employing the orthogonal rotation U introduced in
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Section 6.1. More specifically, in the limit of small e−2K and H we can write
the transfer matrix T as follows
T = e2KU−1eH˜τzU. (130)
The quantity Z[q, βa0] can therefore be expressed as
Z[q, βa0] =
Tr eLH˜τzUB(q, βa0)U
−1
Tr eLH˜τzUB(0, 0)U−1
. (131)
The result is of the same general form as Eq. (125) but with the conductances
〈σ′xx〉 and 〈σ′xy〉 now given as
〈σ′xx〉=
η
eX + e−X + 2η
(132)
〈σ′xy〉=
1
2

1−
√
(eX − e−X)2 − 4η2
eX + e−X + 2η

 = 1
2
[
1−M e
X − e−X
eX + e−X + 2η
]
(133)
where
X =LH˜ =
√
H2 + e−4K (134)
η=
√
1−M2 sinhX = Le−2K sinhX
X
. (135)
Notice that these expressions cannot be obtained from the lowest order results
of Eqs (126) - (129) by considering the series expansion to any finite order in
powers of e−2K . In the language of the Coulomb gas we can say that the higher
order contributions in the fugacity σ/β actually diverge as θ approaches π
and the infinite order results of Eqs (132) - (135) are therefore qualitatively
different from the lowest order ones. For example, unlike Eqs (126) - (129) we
can now consider the limit L→∞ keeping e−2K or σ/β finite and the result
is
〈σ′xx〉=
1
2
√
1−M2
1 +
√
1−M2 (136)
〈σ′xy〉=
1
2
[
1− M
1 +
√
1−M2
]
. (137)
These expressions are well behaved at H = 0 (or θ = π) and very similar to
those obtained from the correlation functions, Eqs (94) and (95). Moreover, by
taking e−2K or σ/β to zero we obtain a sharp transition between the quantum
Hall plateaus, i.e. 〈σ′xx〉 = 〈σ′xy〉 = 0 for H > 0 (θ < π) and 〈σ′xx〉 = 0,
〈σ′xy〉 = 1 for H < 0 (θ > π) as it should be.
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From Eqs (136) and (137) we furthermore conclude that the role of the fugacity
σ/β in the Coulomb gas problem or large N expansion is very similar to
that of the temperature or external frequencies in the theory of localization
and interaction effects. For example, the results of Eqs (136) and (137) are
independent of the linear dimension L of the system and effectively describe
the conductances of a “finite” sample with linear dimensions β and L = ξ =
β/σ respectively. The consequences of Eqs (132) - (135) for the Coulomb gas
problem will be discussed further in Section 8.6.
8.4 1D Ising model (III)
Although the one-to-one correspondence between the Coulomb gas and the
1D Ising model is limited to the low temperature regime e−2K → 0 of the
latter only, it is nevertheless instructive to express the definition of Z[q, βa0],
Eq. (124), quite generally in terms of the Ising model parameters K and H .
For this purpose, write TL in the form
(
TL
)
σσ′
= exp
[
−F +K ′σσ′ + H
′
2
(σ + σ′)
]
. (138)
Here
K ′=− ln η
2
(139)
H ′= ln
η
2
+ ln
(
1
2
+
√
1−M2 ηM
)
(140)
can be taken as the effective Ising model parameters of a chain of length L.
The results can again be written in the general form of Eq. (125) but with the
parameters 〈σ′xx〉 and 〈σ′xy〉 now given by
〈σ′xx〉=
e−2K
′
eH′ + e−H′ + 2e−2K ′
(141)
〈σ′xy〉=
e−H
′
+ e−2K
′
eH′ + e−H′ + 2e−2K ′
=
1
2
(
1− e
H′ − e−H′
eH′ + e−H′ + 2e−2K ′
)
(142)
It is easy to see that these general expressions reduce to the results of Eqs (132)
and (133) in the limit of low temperatures and small H .
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8.5 Chiral fermions
We next introduce the idea of finite system sizes in the theory of chiral
fermions. For this purpose we write the action of Eq. (66) as an integral over
the finite interval 0 6 x 6 L
Seff =
∫ L
0
dxΨ¯(i∂x + iHτz + ie
−2Kτx)Ψ. (143)
Assuming anti-periodic boundary conditions on the fermion fields for sim-
plicity then we can express the derivative i∂x in terms of a discrete set of
frequencies ωn = L
−1π(2n+1). Next, by interpreting x as the imaginary time
and L as the inverse temperature then the action of Eq. (143) corresponds to
the following spin hamiltonian
H = −Hτz − e−2Kτx. (144)
From the analysis on boundary conditions in the previous Sections we infer
that Eq. (24) can be expressed in the hamiltonian formalism according to
Z[q, βa0] =
TrB(q, βa0)e
−LH
TrB(0, 0)e−LH
. (145)
The equivalence of Eqs (145) and (124) is readily established once it is recog-
nized that in the limit of small e−2K and H we can write
TL = e2LKe−LH. (146)
The results obtained from chiral fermion theory are therefore identically the
same as those obtained from the Ising model, Eq. (125), with the conductances
given as in Section 8.3.
8.6 Coulomb gas
8.6.1 Conductances
As an important check on the results derived in Sections 8.3 and 8.5 we next
present the expressions for the conductance parameters 〈σ′xx〉 and 〈σ′xy〉 as
obtained directly from the Coulomb gas representation in a computation to
second order in the fugacity σ/β. To start, we first list the results for the
partition function which can be written as in Eq. (18), i.e.
Z[q, βa0, θ] =
∑
m∈Z
ζ(m)e−
L
4κ
(m+θ/2pi)2−i2pimq. (147)
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The complete expression for ζ(m) to second order in σ/β is as follows
ζ(m) = 1− 8κσ
β
cos βa0
[
eipiq
2m− 1 + θ
pi
− e
−ipiq
2m+ 1 + θ
pi
]
(148)
+
(
4κσ
β
)2
cos 2βa0
[
− 2
(2m+ 1 + θ
pi
)(2m− 1 + θ
pi
)
+
ei2piq
(2m− 2 + θ
pi
)(2m− 1 + θ
pi
)
+
e−i2piq
(2m+ 2 + θ
pi
)(2m+ 1 + θ
pi
)
]
+
(
4κσ
β
)2 [
L
4κ
(
1
2m+ 1 + θ
pi
− 1
2m− 1 + θ
pi
)
− 1− e
i2piq
(2m− 1 + θ
pi
)2
− 1− e
−i2piq
(2m+ 1 + θ
pi
)2
]
. (149)
The contributions proportional to cos 2βa0 arise from the terms with charges
n+ = 0, 2 and n− = 2, 0 in the interior of the system, see Eq. (13). Similarly,
the other contributions of the order (σ/β)2 originate from the terms with
n+ = n− = 1. Notice that Eq. (147) has the following symmetry
Z[q, βa0, 2π − θ] = ei 2piqZ[−q, βa0, θ]. (150)
This result ensures that the “particle-hole symmetry” is retained by both the
free energy and the conductances (see Eq. (17))
F (2π − θ) =F (θ) (151)
〈σ′xx(2π − θ)〉= 〈σ′xx(θ)〉 (152)
〈σ′xy(2π − θ)〉=1− 〈σ′xy(θ)〉. (153)
Next, considering the limit θ → π− then the sum in Eq. (147) is dominated
by the terms with m = 0,−1 only. The results for the conductances can be
written as follows
〈σ′xx〉=
η+(ω)
f(ω)eωL + f(−ω)e−ωL + 2η+(ω) (154)
〈σ′xy〉=
1
2
[
1− f(ω)e
ωL − f(−ω)e−ωL + 2η−(ω)
f(ω)eωL + f(−ω)e−ωL + 2η+(ω)
]
(155)
with the following meaning of the symbols
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η±= g±(ω)e
ωL ± g±(−ω)e−ωL (156)
f(ω)= 1 +
(
σ
βω
)2
Lω
1− 4κω
[
1− 6κ
L
(
1 +
32κω(1− 4κω)
(1 + 8κω)(3− 8κω)
)]
(157)
g+(ω)=
(
σ
βω
)
1
2(1− 4κω) +
(
σ
βω
)2
2(8κω)2
(1 + 8κω)(3− 8κω) (158)
g−(ω)=
(
σ
βω
)
4κω
1− 4κω −
1
4
(
σ
βω
)2 [
1 +
8κω
1 + 8κω
− (4κω)
2
(1− 4κω)2
− 2(4κω)
2
(1− 4κω)(3− 8κω) −
8(8κω)2
(1 + 8κω)(3− 8κω)
]
. (159)
Notice that the functions f and g± are given in terms of a regular series
expansion in powers of σ/(βω), ωL as well as κω. To understand these results
let us first write Eqs (154) and (155) in a slightly more transparent manner
according to
〈σ′xx〉=
η˜+(ω)
eX + e−X + 2η˜+(ω)
(160)
〈σ′xy〉=
1
2
[
1− e
X − e−X + 2η˜−(ω)
eX + e−X + 2η˜+(ω)
]
(161)
where
X =Lω +
1
2
ln
f(ω)
f(−ω) (162)
η˜±=
η±√
f(ω)f(−ω)
(163)
Next, it is not difficult to see that Eqs (160) - (163) precisely correspond to
the results listed in Section 8.3 provided we drop all the terms with κω and
κ/L in the expressions for f and g±. The correct way of expressing this is
by saying that we are interested in the thermodynamic limit L ≈ β → ∞
while keeping the quantities ωL and σ/(βω) fixed. Under these circumstances
we have κω = O(L−2) and κ/L = O(L−2) both of which therefore vanish.
Keeping only the surviving terms we can write
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X→ωL

1 + 1
2
(
σ
βω
)2 (164)
η˜+→ η = σ
βω
sinhωL (165)
η˜−→ − σ
2
β2ω2
sinhωL (166)
These results can be written precisely in the form of Eqs (132) and (133) with
X given in terms of a series expansion in powers of σ/(βω)
X = L
√√√√ω2 +
(
σ
β
)2
= ωL

1 + 1
2
(
σ
βω
)2
+ . . .

 . (167)
Similarly, the square root in Eq. (133) is expanded according to
√
(eX − e−X)2 − 4η2 = (eX − e−X)

1− 1
2
(
σ
βω
)2
+ . . .

 . (168)
In summary, the expressions for the conductances as derived in Sections 8.3
and 8.5 are entirely consistent with those obtained from the Coulomb gas
representation to order (σ/β)2. One may in principle proceed and introduce
several different renormalization constants Z that absorb all or parts of the
corrections of order κω and κ/L in Eqs (157) -(159). For instance, the complete
expression for X in Eq. (163) can be written in the form
X = L
√√√√Z2ωω2 +
(
σ
β
)2
(169)
where to the appropriate order in σ/β the coefficient Zω is equal to
Zω = 1 +
(
4κσ
β
)2 [
1− 6κ/L
1− (4κω)2 +
96κ/L
(1− (8κω)2)(9− (8κω)2)
]
. (170)
Similarly, one can discuss the corrections in Eq. (168) but the expressions
are somewhat cumbersome and generally different from those entering the
correlation functions.
8.6.2 Distribution of quantum Hall states
For completeness we next present the final total result for the partition func-
tion of Eq. (147) which is generally more complex than the expressions en-
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countered sofar. Eq. (147) can most conveniently be written as follows
Z[q, βa0, θ] = e
−F (θ)
4∑
j=−2
Kj(βa0)eijpiq (171)
where
K−2= p−2,0 + p−2,2 cos 2βa0
K−1= p−1,1 cos βa0
K0=P0 + p0,2 cos 2βa0
K1= Ppi cos βa0
K2=P2pi + p2,2 cos 2βa0
K3= p3,1 cos βa0
K4= p4,0 + p4,2 cos 2βa0. (172)
Here, the quantities Kj(βa0) obey the general constraints
4∑
j=−2
Kj(0) = 1,
4∑
j=−2
jKj(0) = 2〈σ′xy〉,
4∑
j=−2
K′′j (0) = 2〈σ′xx〉. (173)
Based on these constraints one can express the P0, Ppi and P2pi in Eqs (172)
in terms of the quantities pi,j as well as the conductances 〈σ′xy〉 and 〈σ′xx〉 as
given by Eqs (154) and (155). The result is
P0=1− 〈σ′xy〉 − 〈σ′xx〉+ P ′0
Ppi = 2〈σ′xx〉+ P ′pi
P2pi = 〈σ′xy〉 − 〈σ′xx〉+ P ′2pi (174)
where
P ′0=−2p4,0 + p−2,0 + p2,2 + 2p0,2 − p3,1 + p−1,1 + 3p−2,2
P ′pi = − 4p2,2 − 4p0,2 − p3,1 − p−1,1 − 4p4,2 − 4p−2,2
P ′2pi = p4,0 − 2p−2,0 + 2p2,2 + p0,2 + p3,1 − p−1,1 + 3p4,2. (175)
The quantities pj,k in Eqs (172) indicate that the transition between the θ = 0
and θ = 2π vacuum generally involves a range of different θ vacua or quantum
Hall states. In total 8 different quantities pj,k are given by
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p−2,0=
(
2κσ
β
)2
eωL
(1− 4κω)2D
−1
p−2,2=2
(
2κσ
β
)2
eωL
(1− 4κω)(3− 8κω)D
−1
p−1,1=
(
4κσ
β
)
eωL
1− 4κωD
−1
p0,2=
(
2κσ
β
)(
σ
βω
)(
eωL
1 + 4κω
− e
−ωL
1− 8κω
)
D−1
p2,2=
(
2κσ
β
)(
σ
βω
)(
eωL
1 + 8κω
− e
−ωL
1− 4κω
)
D−1
p3,1=
(
4κσ
β
)
e−ωL
1 + 4κω
D−1
p4,0=
(
2κσ
β
)2
e−ωL
(1 + 4κω)2
D−1
p4,2=2
(
2κσ
β
)2
e−ωL
(1 + 4κω)(3 + 8κω)
D−1 (176)
where
D = f(ω)eωL + f(−ω)e−ωL + 2η+(ω). (177)
To lowest order in an series expansion in powers of σ/β and κω we can write
these results as follows
p−2,0≈
(
2κσ
β
)2
(1− 〈σ′xy〉)
p−2,2≈ 2
3
(
2κσ
β
)2
(1− 〈σ′xy〉)
p−1,1≈
(
4κσ
β
)
(1− 〈σ′xy〉)
p0,2≈−3
2
(
4κσ
β
)2
(1− 〈σ′xy〉) +
(
4κσ
β
)
〈σ′xx〉
p2,2≈−3
2
(
4κσ
β
)2
〈σ′xy〉 +
(
4κσ
β
)
〈σ′xx〉
p3,1≈
(
4κσ
β
)
〈σ′xy〉
p4,0≈
(
2κσ
β
)2
〈σ′xy〉
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p4,2≈ 2
3
(
2κσ
β
)2
〈σ′xy〉
(178)
The factors κσ/β indicate that the quantities pi,j are exponentially small cor-
rections terms that can be ignored relative to the leading order terms contained
in P0, Ppi and P2pi, Eqs (174). Perhaps the most important conclusion that one
can draw from the results of this Section is that both the robustly quantized
quantum Hall plateau and the quantum critical behavior of the plateau tran-
sitions simultaneously emerge from the existence of discrete topological sectors
in the theory. These topological sectors, labelled by the integer j in Eq. (171),
have not been recognized in the historical papers on the large N expansion.
They are nevertheless one of the most fundamental features of the instanton
vacuum concept in scale invariant theories.
9 Scaling diagram for the large N expansion
Discarding the corrections to scaling discussed in the previous Section we next
return to the expressions for the conductances 〈σ′xx〉 and 〈σ′xy〉, Eqs (132) -
(135), which are some of the most important results of this paper. We have
already mentioned several times earlier that these expressions have an entirely
different significance depending on the physical context in which they are being
used. These differences are clearly reflected in the renormalization behavior of
the theory which is the main topic of the present Section.
9.1 Renormalization. Ising model
Let us first discuss the 1D Ising model which is in many ways standard.
Eqs (132) - (135) involve two different scaling variables, namely
H ′ = LH, e−2K
′
= Le−2K . (179)
Here, H ′ and K ′ are the low temperature and small H versions of the more
general expressions given by Eqs (139) and (140). The renormalization group
equations for small values ofH can generally be expressed as a series expansion
in powers of K−1
dH ′
d lnL
= H ′ (1 +O(1/K ′)) , dK
′
d lnL
= −1
2
+O(1/K ′). (180)
These results show that the 1D Ising model is a prototypical example of an
asymptotically free field theory with interesting features such dynamic mass
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generation.
9.2 Renormalization. Coulomb gas
Next we turn to the Coulomb gas problem which has a different dimensionality.
Substituting the parameters of the large N expansion for the Ising model
variables H and e−2K we obtain
LH = Lω =
(
1− θ
π
)
6πM2Lβ
N
, Le−2K = L
σ
β
= NML
e−Mβ√
2πMβ
. (181)
To discuss the role of the parameter N we introduce an arbitrary scale factor
b according to
b2 =
M2Lβ
N
≫ 1. (182)
Equation (181) can then be written as
LH = 6πb2
(
1− θ
π
)
, Le−2K = α2n2
√
nb
2π
e−nb (183)
where α and n are defined as follows
α = L/β, n =
√
N/α. (184)
Since the quantities b and n in Eq. (183) are independent variables we conclude
that the large N limit of the theory is generally well defined and obtained by
taking n→∞ first while keeping scale factor b fixed. This definition further-
more ensures that the large N expansion and the strong coupling expansion
of the Coulomb gas in powers of the fugacity are mutually consistent. Next we
combine Eqs (183) and (179) and express the renormalization of the Coulomb
gas in terms of the Ising model quantities H ′ and K ′. Keeping in mind that
we now have K ′ = O(n) then the renormalization group equations for large
values of n are obtained as follows
dH ′
d ln b
= 2H ′,
dK ′
d ln b
= K ′
[
1 +O
(
lnK ′
K ′
)]
. (185)
Unlike the Ising model, the results now indicate that the theory along the line
H ′ = 0 or θ = π generally displays gapless excitations, rather than a mass gap.
Moreover, the result for H ′ is in accordance with the fact that the transition
at θ = π is a first order one and, at the same time, displays a divergent
correlation length with an exponent 1/2.
Since the leading order results of Eq. (185) do not contain the parameter N or
n explicitly, we can make use of Eqs (179) and (132) - (135) and project the
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Fig. 2. Renormalization group flow in the 〈σ′xx〉 and 〈σ′xy〉 conductance plane ac-
cording to Eqs (132) - (135) and (183), see text.
renormalization group flow lines of the large N theory directly onto the 〈σ′xx〉,
〈σ′xy〉 conductance plane. For illustration we have plotted in Fig. 2 the results
obtained from numerical simulation. It is interesting to notice that the flow
diagrams of Figs 1 and 2 are numerically very similar. This is in spite of the
fact that the previously obtained scaling results (Eqs (29) -(32)) and those of
the present paper (Eqs (132) - (135)) are qualitatively very different.
9.3 Regularity condition
As a final step in this paper we next make sure that the square root singu-
larities appearing in Eqs (132) - (135) do not spoil the regularity conditions
of the renormalization group equations. To investigate this point further we
compute the β functions
d〈σ′xx〉
d ln b
= βxx(〈σ′xx〉, 〈σ′xy〉) (186)
d〈σ′xy〉
d ln b
= βxy(〈σ′xx〉, 〈σ′xy〉) (187)
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based on the leading order results of Eq. (185). We obtain the following ex-
pressions
βxx(k, h) = k
{
1− 2k (1− 2h)
2 + 4k[f(k, 1− 2h)− 1 + 2k]
(1− 2h)2 + 4k2
}
× ln 4kf(k, 1− 2h)
1− 4k − (1− 2h)2 + k
2(1− 2h)2[f(k, 1− 2h)− 1 + 2k]
(1− 2h)2 + 4k2
(188)
βxy(k, h) = (2h− 1) [f(k, 1− 2h) + k]− k (2h− 1) ln 4e
−1kf(k, 1− 2h)
1− 4k − (1− 2h)2
×
{
1− 4k [f(k, 1− 2h)− 1 + 2k]
(1− 2h)2 + 4k2
}
. (189)
Here we have introduced the function
f(k, h) =
1− 4k − h2
2
√
h2 + 4k2
ln
1− 2k +√h2 + 4k2
1− 2k −√h2 + 4k2 . (190)
To study the behavior of βxx and βxy in the fixed point regime k ≪ 1 and
|1−2h| ≪ 1 we quote the following results which are valid for arbitrary values
of |1− 2h|/k
βxx(k, h)≈ k
[
1− 2k(1− 2h)
2
(1− 2h)2 + 4k2
]
ln 4k − 4k(1− 2h)
2
3
(191)
βxy(k, h)≈ (2h− 1)
(
1− 2(1− 2h)
2
3
− k ln 4k
)
. (192)
In the limit where k goes to zero and h approaches 1/2 we therefore obtain
βxx(k, 1/2) = k ln k, βxy(0, h) = 2h− 1. (193)
Notice that these results are consistent with those of Eq. (185) under the
identification k = e−2K
′
and h = 1
2
−H ′.
10 Conclusion
Starting from the Coulomb gas representation of the CPN−1 model with large
values of N in two dimensions we have identified the exact critical theory
for the transition at θ = π. This theory is one dimensional and none other
than the theory of massless chiral fermions that has previously emerged in the
theory of the quantum Hall effect, in particular the Luttinger liquid theory of
edge excitations [9].
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We have benefitted from the various alternative approaches that we have in-
troduced, in particular the hamiltonian approach as well as the mapping of
the Coulomb gas onto the 1D Ising model. Besides computational advantages,
these different mappings also elucidate the role played by the geometry of the
system in general, and the meaning of topics such as mass generation at θ = π
in particular.
Perhaps the most interesting conclusion of this paper is that the divergent
correlation length ξ ∝ |θ − π|−1/2 emerges not only from the physical objec-
tives of the quantum Hall effect, but also from Coleman’s original ideas on
the transition at θ = π [17]. Based on an explicit knowledge of the multi-
point correlation functions we have shown that the mechanism responsible for
changing the total number of charged particles at the edges of the system is
in fact synonymous for the existence of gapless bulk excitations at θ = π.
Remarkably, neither the existence of these excitations nor the significance of
Coleman’s mechanism in terms of quantum Hall physics has previously been
recognized [14,15].
The results of this paper provide the complete conceptual structure that one
in general can associate with the topological concept of an instanton vacuum.
Besides an exactly solvable critical theory for θ ≈ π this structure furthermore
includes finite size scaling results for the “conductances”, robust topological
quantum numbers that explain the precision and stability of the quantum
Hall plateaus and also the massless chiral edge excitations that facilitate the
flow of Hall currents. The fundamental features of the quantum Hall effect are
therefore not merely a topic of replica field theory or disordered free electron
systems alone. Rather than that, they are a super universal phenomenon that
teaches us something fundamental about instanton vacuum in asymptotically
free field theory in general.
As a final remark, it should be mentioned that the statement of super uni-
versality has recently been investigated and studied, with great success, in
several completely different physical systems such as the theory in the pres-
ence of electron-electron interactions, [23] quantum spin chains [19] as well as
the Ambegaokar-Eckern-Scho¨n theory of the Coulomb blockade problem [24].
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A Two-point correlation function g2 in the Ising model
In this appendix we present a brief derivation of the result (86) in the Ising
model representation. As well-known, the standard approach to exact solution
the Ising model is via transfer matrix technique. For 1D Ising model the
transfer matrix is given by Eq. (121). It can be diagonalized by an orthogonal
rotation
U = eiφτy , φ =
1
2
arcsin
e−2K√
sinh2H + e−4K
. (A.1)
The eigenvalues of the T are
λ± = eK
(
coshH ±
√
sinh2H + e−4K
)
. (A.2)
The domain wall operators a+− and a−+ can be expressed in the space in
which the transfer matrix acts as follows
a+− =
τx + iτy
2
, a−+ =
τx − iτy
2
. (A.3)
Defining the two-point correlation function g2(i, j) as
g2(i, j) = 〈a+−(i)a−+(j)〉 = lim
M→∞
trT ia+−T j−ia−+TM−j
tr TM
(A.4)
we easily find
g2(i, j) = m0 +m+ϑ(j − i)e−|j−i|/ξ +m−ϑ(i− j)e−|j−i|/ξ. (A.5)
Here the coefficients are given by Eqs (87)-(88) with the magnetization M
defined in Eq. (81). The result (A.5) involves the correlation length ξ of 1D
Ising model
ξ =
1
lnλ+/λ−
= tanh−1
tanhH
M . (A.6)
In the limit of weak magnetic field H ≪ 1 the result (A.5) coincides with the
result (86) for g2 obtained in the framework of 1D chiral fermion theory.
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